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CREATIVE IS CRITICAL TO YOUR SUCCESS 

Congratulations! 

By choosing AARP Media, you’ve chosen the best possible means to 

reach Boomers—the largest, fastest-growing consumer population, with 

the greatest accumulated wealth and the largest disposable income. 

Now, it’s time to focus on the creative component of your campaign— 

which is absolutely critical to your success. In fact, creative strength 

accounts for 52% of the impact of your advertising.

AARP is the single largest marketer to the 50+ population.  

Our 38 million members are, in effect, a live focus group. We are a 

direct response (DR) powerhouse, 75% of the ads running in print 

and online are direct response advertisements. This means we 

have unparalleled insights into the 50+ audience and are uniquely 

positioned to identify the creative techniques that resonate most 

strongly. In short, we know what works with 50+. 

We want to share our creative insights with you to contribute to the 

success of your print and digital advertising efforts. Here are the key 

creative best practices you need to know to enhance the return on 

your investment to an audience that purchases 51% of all consumer 

goods and services. 

Patricia Lippe Davis, VP Marketing 
AARP Media Sales

SOURCE  ComScore ARS Global Validation Summary 
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1 MAKE IT LEGIBLE
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5 Creative Best Practices to 
Boost Your 50+ Advertising ROI 

BEGINNING IN THEIR FORTIES MOST ADULTS START TO EXPERIENCE VISION CHALLENGES  
with their ability to see clearly at close distances, especially for reading and computer tasks. This normal aging  
change in the eye’s focusing ability progresses over time. So, it’s important that your message is legible and readable. 

To maximize readability, consider incorporating these elements into your creative

  Use large, sans serif fonts

	 	Digital Ad  
Headline 20-55 point size  
Subhead 13-30 point size 
Call-to-action 13-20 point size

   Place dark type on light background to create the optimum contrast and legibility

   Avoid placing copy on image, and if you do, ensure the background is light and uncluttered

  Allow for ample white space so individual elements pop

NOTE Creative examples are used for illustrative purposes only 

 Print Ad  
Headline 20-60 point size 
Body copy 12-20 point size  
Legal copy 8-10 point size

Full Page Print Ad

728 x 90 Leaderboard Ad

300 x 250  Banner Ad

Focus on an easy-to-read headline,  
a prominent call-to-action and strong  
color contrasts.

TIP 



2 BE RELEVANT
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ADULTS 50+ HAVE BEEN MARKETED TO FOR THEIR ENTIRE LIVES and are sophisticated, savvy and 
selective consumers. At this life stage, they are reaching new milestones—becoming entrepreneurs, empty 
nesters, grandparents, working less, traveling more, focusing on fitness—and are actively seeking products  
and services to help them live their best lives. If, at-a-glance, an ad does not speak directly to their life stage  
wants and needs, they might pass it by.

To heighten the relevance of your message 

   Feature imagery that mirrors the audience–especially open, friendly 50+ faces 

   If using people, crop close-up images making direct eye contact 

  Use “you” vs. “we” to ensure your message is focused on the audience, and not entirely on the company or product

  Focus on lifestyle-enhancing benefits over product features

NOTE Creative examples are used for illustrative purposes only 

Make it more about the customer and  
less about you. Highlight why your  
product is perfect for the 50+ audience. 

TIP 

Full Page Print Ad

300 x 250  Banner Ad

728 x 90 Leaderboard Ad



3 GET TO THE POINT
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DOES YOUR CREATIVE PASS THE TWO-SECOND TEST? Studies have revealed that as people enter midlife, 
they begin relying more on right-brain functions and less on left-brain functions. That means 50+ individuals tend 
to focus on the visual, and process information in an intuitive and simultaneous way, looking first at the whole 
picture, then the details. So, be sure your meaning and intent is clear at-a-glance. 

To do so, be sure your creative includes

   Brief and literal headline of 2 to 7 words that instantly introduces the topic

  Short supporting subhead of 6 to 10 words

   A smooth and sequential flow of elements—headline, subhead, then call-to-action with logo and imagery 
supporting but not interrupting the flow

  Imagery that telegraphs or reinforces the message, no abstract or detailed graphics

   Prominent and action-oriented call-to-action, starting with an easy action verb

NOTE Creative examples are used for illustrative purposes only 

Keep your copy brief and literal.  
Use imagery to reinforce the message.

TIP 

Full Page Print Ad

300 x 250  Banner Ad

728 x 90 Leaderboard Ad
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CONSIDER YOUR ADVERTISING AS THE FIRST STEP IN A SALES CONTINUUM that engages and 
encourages the next step. Print and digital media can provide different and complementary functions. Print excels 
at creating awareness, educating, establishing a brand identity, and driving purchase; digital can deliver flexible, 
trackable and immediate revenue outcomes. Either way, use your ads to “start the conversation” and prompt that 
critical next step of a call, a click or an in-store visit. Once you have an individual’s attention, continue the dialogue 
with product attributes, testimonials and pricing options.

For that first creative contact 

   Prioritize the elements of main message, offer, call-to-action, image and logo

  Stay focused on benefits and call-to-action (limit to one CTA for digital ads)

   Save supporting points and product details for the next step—a call, a demo video, an in-store visit

   Resist adding “one more thing” by sacrificing sizes and white space—less is more

NOTE Creative examples are used for illustrative purposes only 

Full Page Print Ad

4 FOCUS ON PRIORITIES

Offer only the most important information. 
Resist the urge to shrink type size to say it all.

TIP 

Landing Page

300 x 250  Banner Ad
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AS THE DIGITAL DIVIDE CONTINUES TO DIMINISH AMONG 50+, it’s more likely that consumers will 
engage simultaneously on multiple platforms. Therefore, it is critical that all of your creative assets work together 
to create a holistic customer experience – from print ads and website landing pages to call centers and retail 
stores. Frequent exposure to highly consistent, well-integrated, cross-channel creative assets will generate brand 
awareness, build interest, heighten recall and pay off in conversions. 

For consistency across the customer purchase journey

   If possible, create a competitive point of differentiation and reinforce it everywhere

  Be sure your logo or digital mark stands out – even in a 1” size and when it’s black and white

   Use shared or similar elements across print and digital assets, including imagery, colors, copy  
and calls-to-action

   Feature next steps—calls-to-action—well-suited to the context like both a phone number and a URL 
in a print ad, and one click in a digital ad

NOTE Creative examples are used for illustrative purposes only 

5 KEEP IT CONSISTENT

Full Page Print Ad

Design print and digital assets to be similar, 
each featuring a CTA best-suited to its medium.

TIP 

Landing Page

728 x 90 Leaderboard Ad
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ABOUT AARP MEDIA SALES  With a unique knowledge of 50+ consumers and unparalleled access through multiple media channels, 
AARP Media Sales connects marketers to the ever-growing and influential 50+ population. Reach this audience through AARP’s trusted 
media properties, including AARP’s digital assets, anchored by AARP.org; AARP The Magazine, AARP’s lifestyle publication; and AARP 
Bulletin, the go-to news source for Americans 50+. To learn more or reach a rep, visit advertise.aarp.org.    

5 CREATIVE BEST PRACTICES TO  
BOOST YOUR 50+ ADVERTISING ROI

While these creative best practices are sure to help boost your 50+ advertising ROI, 

AARP Media recognizes that every campaign is unique. Over the years, we have 

provided successful creative consultation for our partners with an individualized 

approach when evaluating print and digital ad creative for our audience.

See if you qualify for an in-depth creative review,  
contact your sales representative today.

MAKE IT LEGIBLE maximize readability by selecting images and font sizes that 50+ consumers can  
see clearly, read at close distances for both print and digital. 

 TIP Focus on an easy-to-read headline, a prominent CTA and strong color contrasts. 

BE RELEVANT 50+ are sophisticated and savvy consumers, speak directly to this life stage and offer 
solutions. Heighten relevance with lifestyle imagery. 

  TIP Make it more about the customer and less about you. Highlight why your product is perfect  
for the 50+ audience. 

GET TO THE POINT 50+ individuals tend to process information in an intuitive and simultaneous way, 
looking first at the whole picture, then the details.

 TIP Keep your copy brief and literal. Use imagery to reinforce the message.

FOCUS ON PRIORITIES 50+ consumers expect to see an offer and then a way to take action. Prioritize  
the elements of the main message, offer, call-to-action, image and logo. 

 TIP Offer only the most important information. Resist the urge to shrink type size to say it all.

KEEP IT CONSISTENT 50+ consumers are increasingly engaging simultaneously across platforms.  
Your ad campaign should create a holistic customer experience.

 TIP Design print and digital assets similarly, feature a call-to-action best-suited to its medium. 
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